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8 Кнопка А

Для 6S20
счетчик 1/10 сек

Кнопка В

Нормальная позиция

Только для 6S21
календарь

Только для 6S20
календарь

Только для 6S21
Малая секундная 
стрелка

Только для 6S20
 Малая секундная 
стрелка

Центральная стрелка
хронографа

Стрелка
хронографа
60 минут

Позиция 1

Позиция 2
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Only for 6S20
1/10 sec

Only for 6S20

Only for 6S21
Chronograph 
Small second hand

Only for 6S20
 Chronograph 
Small second hand

Chronograph 
second hand

Chronograph 
Minute hand

28

Date
Only for 6S21
Date

Button A
(Chronograph Start / Stop)

Second click
(Time setting)

Button B
(Chronograph Reset)

Normal position

MODEL 6S20/21 MIYOTA BATTERY : SR927SW

SETTING THE TIME/DATE
To set TIME - Pull the crown out to the 2nd Click Position.
Turn the crown clockwise to set hour and minute hands.
To set DATE - Pull the crown out to the 1st Click Position.
Turn the crown clockwise to set the date.
* If the date is set between the hours of around 9:00 PM and 1:00 AM, the date may 
not change on the following day.
After the date/time has been set, push the crown back to the Normal position.



USING THE CHRONOGRAPH
This chronograph is able to measure and display time in 1/4 second united up to 
maximum of 59min 59sec.
Measuring time with the stopwatch
1. Press button “ A “ to start the chronograph.
2. The chronograph can be started and stopped each time button “A” is pressed.
3. Press button “B” to reset the chronograph and chronograph minute and 
second hands return to their Zero positions.
4. Models 6S20/... have additional 1/10 second counter at 3 o’clock position. The 
small hand rorates only for the 1st minute of measuring.

CHRONOGRAPH RESET (INCL. AFTER REPLACING BATTERY)
This procedure shoud be performed when the chronograph second hand does 
not return to the Zero position.
1. Pull the crown out to the 2nd Click Position.
2. Press the button “A” once to set the chronograph second hand to the Zero 
position.
* The chronograph hand can be advanced rapidly by continuously pressing 
button “A”.
3. Once the hands are set at Zero position, reset the time and return the crown to 
its normal position.


